Let X be the projective line minus 0; 1; and N over Q p : The aim of the following is to give a series representations of the p-adic multi-zeta values in the depth two quotient. The approach is to use the liftingFðzÞ ¼ z p of the frobenius which is not a good choice near 1, but which gives simple formulas away from 1, and to relate the action of frobenius on the de Rham path from 0 to N and on the one from 0 to 1. Also some relations between the p-adic multi-zeta values of depth two are obtained. r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The multi-zeta values, invented by Euler, are defined as for s 1 ; y; s kÀ1 X1 and s k 41: Recently, they appeared in the work of Drinfel'd [9] on deformations of Hopf algebras, as the coefficients of the solution of the KZ equation, which was used to prove the existence of an associator over Q; in the work [17] of Zagier who studied the Q-algebra generated by the multi-zeta; and in the works of Broadhurst and Kreimer on knot theory. They are studied extensively by Goncharov (in [12, 13] ) as periods of the fundamental group of the projective line minus three points. And a connection between the geometry of modular varieties is found in [14] .
Let X =Q be a smooth variety with good reduction. The unipotent theory of the fundamental group of X is of motivic nature [5] , and when X =Q is unirational, the unipotent fundamental group can be defined as an object in the category of mixed Tate motives over Q [7] .
Let X :¼ P 1 \f0; 1; Ng: Let t 01 be the unit tangent vector at zero pointing towards 1 and t 10 the unit tangent vector at 1 pointing towards 0. Let t 10 G t 01 ðÁÞ denote the p 1;Á ðX ; t 01 Þ torsor of paths from t 01 to t 10 ; where the dot denotes the realization under consideration. In the Betti realization the real path defines an element t 10 eðBÞ t 01 in t 10 G t 01 ðBÞ: Similarly the canonical trivialization of unipotent vector bundles with connection by Deligne [5] defines an element t 10 eðdRÞ t 01 in t 10 G t 01 ðdRÞ: By taking the image of t 10 eðBÞ t 01 under the de Rham-Betti comparison isomorphism t 10 G t 01 ðBÞ # Q CC t 10 G t 01 ðdRÞ # Q C and using t 10 eðdRÞ t 01 to trivialize the torsor t 10 G t 01 ðdRÞ #C; we obtain an element gAp 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ#C:
If A is a (commutative) Q-algebra, an element of p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ# Q A corresponds to a group-like element of A5e 0 ; e 1 b; the Hopf algebra of associative formal power series over A in the variables e 0 and e 1 : The coproduct D : A5e 0 ; e 1 b-A5e 0 ; e 1 b#A5e 0 ; e 1 b is defined by putting Dðe 0 Þ :¼ 1#e 0 þ e 0 #1 and Dðe 1 Þ :¼ 1#e 1 þ e 1 #1 and group-like elements g are the ones with constant term 1 and that satisfy DðgÞ ¼ g#g: Because of the last condition such formal power series are determined by the coefficients of e 0 ; e 1 and of the terms of the form e s k À1 0 e 1 ?e s 1 À1 0 e 1 ; with s 1 ; y; s kÀ1 X1 and s k 41; in them.
The coefficients of e 0 and e 1 in g are equal to zero. Therefore g is determined by the coefficients of the terms of the form e 
k zðs k ; y; s 1 Þ:
In the fundamental paper [5] of Deligne, which is the basis of this paper, the crystalline realization of the unipotent fundamental groups are defined. Let p be a prime number. Analogously to the Betti-de Rham comparison, the Crystalline-de Rham comparison gives an element gAQ p 5e 0 ; e 1 b as follows. The comparison theorem gives an action of frobenius
Let g :¼ t 01 eðdRÞ t 10 F Ã ð t 10 eðdRÞ t 01 Þ; which represents the action of the frobenius on the canonical de Rham path between the tangent vectors t 01 and t 10 ; and is the analog of g above. This definition is due to Deligne (unpublished) . The action of frobenius on p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ can be described as F Ã ðe 0 Þ ¼ pe 0 and F Ã ðe 1 Þ ¼ g À1 pe 1 g:
Therefore describing the action of the crystalline frobenius on the de Rham fundamental group reduces to describing g; and as above determining g reduces to determining the coefficients of the terms e s k À1 0 e 1 ?e s 1 À1 0 e 1 in g: We denote this coefficient by p P s i z p ðs k ; y; s 1 Þ and call it a p-adic multi-zeta value. Our aim in the following is to give a series representation of these values, similar to the one obtained by the Euler-Kontsevich formula above, for depth two, i.e. k ¼ 2:
The depth one case was done in [5] using the distribution formula. In the depth two case the method using the distribution formula does not work; first because there are too many unknown terms, and also because the limits of the functions involved as the variable goes to 1 do not exist, even if we restrict to the set of the points whose p-power parts of the ramification indices are bounded, and need to be regularized using the lower depth p-adic multi-zeta values. A direct approach to obtain a formula for these values would be to choose a lifting of frobenius that is a good lifting except on the open disc of radius 1 around N; in other words it should be a lifting F of frobenius and it should satisfy F Ã ð0Þ ¼ p ð0Þ and F Ã ð1Þ ¼ p ð1Þ: However such a choice of a lifting of frobenius makes the computations very complicated even for the depth one p-adic multi-zeta values which are values of the p-adic zeta function.
The approach taken in this chapter is to use the simple lifting F ðzÞ ¼ z p of frobenius that is a good choice outside the open unit disk around 1, since it satisfies F Ã ð0Þ ¼ pð0Þ and F Ã ðNÞ ¼ pðNÞ: In order to make computations we use the canonical trivialization of the p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ torsor of paths on X starting at t 01 ; noted above, and endow it with its canonical pro-unipotent connection r: Then the fact that F Ã has to be a horizontal map from this torsor endowed with r to its pull-back under F gives a differential equation that involves gðzÞ :¼ F Ã ð z eðdRÞ t 01 Þ and g: In order to obtain the value of g in small depths we apply frobenius to the relation that the sum of the residues is equal to zero, this gives a relation between gðNÞ and g: Together with the differential equation obtained above we solve this system with respect to gðzÞ for the depth less than or equal to three using induction on the weight. SinceF was a good choice on the rigid analytic space U :¼ P 1 an \Dð1; 1 À Þ the coefficients of gðzÞ are rigid analytic functions on U: These should be thought of as technical, unnatural objects as they depend on the choice of a lifting of frobenius. Then we prove a proposition that is used to compute the values at infinity of the rigid analytic extensions to U of power series around zero, when these extensions are known to exist, and also give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of these extensions. Using this, the relation between gðNÞ and g above and some explicit computations we obtain a formula for g for depth less than or equal to 2. Also some identities are obtained between the depth two p-adic multi-zeta values.
Furusho [11] defines p-adic multiple polylogarithms and also p-adic multiple zeta values as their value at 1. His definition could be thought of as working with the frobenius invariant path rather than working with the action of frobenius as we do. If we let gAQ p 5e 0 ; e 1 b denote the frobenius invariant path between the tangential basepoints at 0 and 1 then the relation between g and g is described by g ¼ g Á ðF Ã gÞ À1 ; where the action of F is as above. From this equation it follows that g and functor o of M over S is an exact K-linear functor from M to the tensor category of locally free sheaves of finite rank on S endowed with functorial ACU isomorphisms oðX Þ#oðY ÞCoðX #Y Þ: A tannakian category M=K is a tensor category over K that has a fiber functor over some nonempty K- 
de Rham fundamental group
Let X =K be a smooth variety over a field K of characteristic zero. We denote the category of vector bundles with integrable connection by MicðX =KÞ: Note that H 0 dR ðX =KÞCK; and hence Endð1ÞCK: The functor o X : MicðX =KÞ-CohðX =KÞ from this tensor category to the category of coherent sheaves on X that maps ðE; rÞ to E is a fiber functor. Therefore MicðX =KÞ is a tannakian category over K: Let Mic uni ðX =KÞ denote the sub-tannakian category consisting of unipotent objects, that is those objects that have a filtration by subbundles with connection whose graded pieces are the trivial vector bundle with constant connection. Denote the fundamental groupoid GðMic uni ðX =KÞ; o X Þ corresponding to Mic uni ðX =KÞ and o X by G dR ðX =KÞ: This is a groupoid acting on X ; and is called the de Rham fundamental groupoid of X : If xAX ðKÞ then the functor oðxÞ : ðE; rÞ-EðxÞ is a fiber functor over K: The fiber of G dR ðX =KÞ over ðx; xÞ; which is Aut K ðoðxÞÞ; is called the de Rham fundamental group of X at the basepoint x; and denoted by p 1;dR ðX ; xÞ:
Remark. Let X =C be as above. Then by the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence the category of vector bundles with integrable connection that has regular singularities at infinity is equivalent to the category of C-local systems on the underlying topological space of X an : Therefore, the fundamental group of this tannakian category, at a basepoint, is isomorphic to the algebraic envelope of the topological fundamental group. It would thus be natural to define the algebraic de Rham fundamental group of X =K to be the fundamental group of the full tannakian subcategory of MicðX =KÞ consisting of the objects which have regular singularities at infinity. However this definition is not compatible with the base change of the underlying field K; see [5, 10.35 ] for an example. Since, we are interested in periods, and hence comparison isomorphisms, this is a crucial deficiency. The unipotent version defined above commutes with base change ( [5, Section 10] 
Logarithmic extensions
Let % X=K be a smooth variety over a field K of characteristic zero, DD % X a simple normal crossings divisor, and X :¼ % X\D: The category Micð % X=K; log DÞ is the category of vector bundles with integrable connection on % X which have at most logarithmic singularities along the divisor D: Here we review the theory of logarithmic extensions (see [1, Section 1.4] ).
Let ð % E; rÞAMicð % X=K; log DÞ; xAX ðLÞ a point over a finite extension L=K; and a system of parameters t 1 ; y; t n at x such that D is defined by t 1 ?t k ¼ 0 near x: Then the residue res t i ¼0 ð % E; rÞðxÞAEnd % EðxÞ of ð % E; rÞ along t i ¼ 0; for 1pipk; is the fiber at x of the map % E-% E that sends v to Àðrv; t i
Þ: This is independent of the choice of ft i j 1pipng satisfying the conditions above. If the irreducible component D i of D is geometrically connected then the similarity class of the residue res D i ð % E; rÞðxÞ along D i is constant for xAD i : Let % K be an algebraic closure of K and let t : % K=Z-% K be a set theoretic section of the canonical projection % K-% K=Z with tð0Þ ¼ 0: If ðE; rÞAMicðX = % KÞ has regular singularities along D then there is a unique object in ð % E; rÞ t AMicð % X= % K; log DÞ with restriction ðE; rÞ and whose residues along the irreducible components of the divisor have eigenvalues that are in the image of t: Let D i be an irreducible component of D;
; the completion of the local ring at Z i along its maximal ideal, and s i a uniformizer at Z i : Then the eigenvalues of res D i ð % E; rÞ t ðxÞ are the elements aAIm t such that s i r d=ds i À a has a horizontal section in % Ej # O %
X;Z i
; where the connection is considered relative to the field of functions kðD i Þ on D i : If ðE; rÞAMic uni ðX =KÞ then since tð0Þ ¼ 0AK; by the uniqueness of the extension of ðE; rÞ % K and descent, the extension can be defined over K: It is called the canonical extension of ðE; rÞ and denoted by ð % E; rÞ: It is, up to unique isomorphism, the unique element in Micð % X=K; log DÞ with nilpotent residues along D and that restricts to ðE; rÞ on X :
We denote the full subcategory of Micð % X=K; log DÞ formed by the unipotent objects by the notation Mic uni ð % X=K; log DÞ: By the theory of logarithmic extensions the restriction map Mic uni ð % X=K; log DÞ-Mic uni ðX =KÞ is an equivalence of tannakian categories.
Action of the crystalline frobenius
Let K be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with ring of integers R and finite residue field k of characteristic p: Let X =K be a smooth variety, and assume that there is a proper, smooth model X=R and a simple relative normal crossings divisor DDX; whose irreducible components are defined over R; together with a fixed isomorphism ðX\DÞ K CX : Y such that an imbedding of U i in a formal scheme P i =R; as above, exists. Then an overconvergent isocrystal on Y is a collection of overconvergent isocrystals on % Y-U i corresponding to the data U i +P i ; and isomorphisms between their restrictions on the intersections fU i -U j g i;jAI satisfying the cocycle condition. The category is independent of the cover and the imbeddings into formal schemes. It is also independent of the compactification % Y of Y and is denoted by Isoc w ðY =RÞ: For an object ðE; rÞAIsoc w ðY =RÞ and data fU i -P i g iAI as above, we denote by ðE; rÞ P i the vector bundle with overconvergent connection on Y ½ P i ; and call it the realization of ðE; rÞ on P i :
The full subcategory Isoc 
Description of frobenius
We continue the notation above. Let q be the cardinality of k: Then the q-power frobenius F induces a map 
Since Mic uni ðX =KÞ-Isoc w uni ðY =RÞ is an equivalence of categories we obtain a tensor functor be the canonical extension of ðE; rÞ: Let fU i g iAI be an affine covering of % Y such that if P i is the completion of X along U i ; then there exist F i : P i -P i which are liftings of the q-power frobenius and induce maps P i \D-P i \D; where D is the completion of D along % Y: The last condition is equivalent to requiring that Denote U i ½ P i by U i then ð % E; rÞj U i AMic uni ðU i ; log DÞ: Define
Therefore pulling back the isomorphisms induced by the connection, via this map gives patching data for the F Ã ð % E; rÞj U i ; iAI; that are horizontal with respect to the pulled back connections and that satisfy the cocycle condition. Therefore one obtains a global F Ã ð % E; rÞAMic uni ð % X an =K; log DÞ: But since % X=K is proper, by GAGA it comes from F Ã ð % E; rÞAMic uni ð % X=K; log DÞ: Restricting this to X gives the F Ã ðE; rÞAMic uni ðX =KÞ we were looking for. Let % Y be a compactification of Y ; UD % Y an open subvariety, with yAU; P=R a formal scheme with a closed immersion U+P such that P=R is smooth in a neighborhood of U-Y ; and let yAPðRÞ be a point with specialization y; and generic fiber xAP K : Corresponding to these data the realization of the fiber functor oðyÞ is the functor that sends ðE; rÞAIsoc w ðY =RÞ to ðE; rÞ P ðxÞ: Note that there are canonical isomorphisms between different realizations of oðyÞ:
Tangential Basepoints

Ordinary basepoints
With the notation as in the beginning of Section 2.4, let xAXðRÞ with reduction y; generic point x; and completion along the closed point # x: Then the realization of oðyÞ corresponding to ðY ; # XÞ and # x maps a X ðE; rÞ to ðE; rÞðxÞ; for ðE; rÞAMic uni ðX =KÞ; and the diagram commutes. 
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Tangential basepoints
From now on we will assume, for simplicity, that X =K; Y =k; and X=R are of relative dimension one. Let T 0 be the category whose objects are pairs ðV ; NÞ; where V is a finite dimensional vector space over K and N is a nilpotent linear operator on V : Morphisms between the objects ðV 1 ; N 1 Þ and ðV 2 ; N 2 Þ are linear maps T :
We define a tensor product on T 0 as ðV 1 ; N 1 Þ#ðV 2 ; T 2 Þ :¼ ðV 1 #V 2 ; id#N 2 þ N 1 #idÞ: Then T 0 is naturally a tannakian category over K with this tensor product.
(i) is injective. In order to see its surjectivity we note that for any aAker N; the constant section of O rkE with fiber a at 0 is a horizontal section with respect to the connection
X denote the smooth compactification of T x % X: By the lemma above the map c 0 ðT x % X\f0gÞ is an equivalence of categories. Letting
where c 0 ðT x % X\f0gÞ À1 is an inverse of c 0 ðT x % X\f0gÞ; defined up to canonical isomorphism, we obtain a functor
Remark. The notation j Ã x is a bit misleading since, in general, there is not a genuine map from % T x % X to % X that induces this map.
Note that the definition of j Ã x does not depend on any choice of a local parameter. Choosing a (nonzero) tangent vector vAT x % XðKÞ we obtain a fiber functor oðvÞ of Mic uni ðð % T x % XÞ=K; log D 0N Þ over K:
Let vAðT x % X\f0gÞðKÞ: Then we continue to denote the fiber functor oðvÞ 3 j Ã x by oðvÞ and call it the fiber functor of Mic uni ðX =KÞ at the tangent vector v:
Note that oðvÞ is canonically isomorphic to oð0Þð¼ oðxÞ) by 4.1 below. In this sense the choice of a tangent vector is not needed. However, it will be needed in order to define the action of frobenius.
(ii) Crystalline: Let Z=k be a variety, and M an fs log structure on Z (in the Zariski topology) such that the map ðZ; MÞ-Spec k; where the base is endowed with the trivial log structure, is log smooth. Shiho defines the log convergent site ðZ=RÞ log conv ; and for a locally free isocrystal on the log convergent site he defines the log convergent cohomology H The unipotent version follows from E ¼ O by induction on the nilpotence level, the cohomology exact sequence, and the five lemma). The corresponding element in the last group gives an exact sequence : Therefore, since the tangent vectors v and w have reduction v; ½v; w is in the tube of ½v; v: In order to give an isomorphism between the realizations oðvÞ v and oðvÞ w of oðvÞ corresponding to the two data above, we need to give isomorphisms between E P ðy K Þ and E Q ðz K Þ: We define this isomorphism to be the evaluation of the isomorphism between p Ã 1 ðE; rÞ P and p Ã 2 ðE; rÞ Q at the point ½y K ; z K : By the integrability of the connection these isomorphisms satisfy the cocycle condition. Lemma 3. Let ðU; P; y; vÞ and ðU; P; y; wÞ be two data as above. And let ðE; rÞAIsoc uni ðð % Y=RÞ log conv Þ: Then the automorphism of ðE; rÞ P ðy K Þ induced by the identifications oðvÞ v -oðvÞ-oðvÞ w is given by expðlogðw=vÞ res y K ðE; rÞ P Þ:
First, note that since v and w have the same reduction, jw=v À 1jo1: We would like to compute the action of parallel transport along the connection explicitly between two tangent vectors. This is a local question. Let Dð0; e À Þ denote the open disc of radius e in A Then the isomorphism between E z and E zþzÁh ; in the formal neighborhood of D B ; defined by the connection is given by expðlogð1 þ hÞNÞ; which makes sense since N is nilpotent. This formula extends uniquely to give an isomorphism between E z and E zþzÁh for jhjo1; since in this disc logð1 þ hÞ is an analytic function. Therefore, the isomorphism between E v and E w is given by expðlogðw=vÞNÞ: & Frobenius: This section will be needed in order to define the action of frobenius on the de Rham fundamental group at a tangential basepoint.
Let X 1 =R and X 2 =R be smooth (formal) schemes, and let D i ; for i ¼ 1; 2; be effective relative divisors in X i : For a map f :
we obtain a map
corresponding to the graded algebras associated to the filtrations fI Proof. In order to see the commutativity of the diagram above let ðU; P; y; v; F Þ be a data such that ðU; P; y; vÞ is as in the last section and F : P-P is a lifting of frobenius with F Ã ðyÞ ¼ q Á ðyÞ: We let PðF Þ denote the principal part of F along y: If z is a local coordinate on P at y relative to R then the assumption that q Á ðyÞ and that F lifts the q-power frobenius on % Y implies that F Ã ðzÞ ¼ a q z q þ P qon a n z n as functions on the completion of P along y; where a q À 1; and a n ; for 
is in general nontrivial, in fact it is expðres 0 ð % E; rÞlim t-0 4. p-adic multi-zeta values
de Rham section of the fundamental groupoid
Using the notation of Section 3, assume that % X ¼ P 1 : Then for any ðE; rÞAMic uni ðX =KÞ; the underlying vector bundle % E of the canonical extension ð % E; rÞAMic uni ð % X; log DÞ is trivial [5] . This gives that the canonical map
is an isomorphism and the functor oðdRÞ : Mic uni ðX =KÞ-Vec K that maps ðE; rÞ to Gð % X; % EÞ is compatible with tensor products and hence is a fiber functor. For any K-rational (tangential) basepoint x the natural transformation from oðdRÞ to oðxÞ which associates to each ðE; rÞAMic uni ðX =KÞ the linear transformation Gð % X; % EÞ-% EðxÞ induced by restriction is an isomorphism. Therefore, the fiber functors oðdRÞ and oðxÞ are canonically isomorphic. And hence the fiber functors oðxÞ and oðyÞ are canonically isomorphic for any two (tangential) In this section, we collect what we will need from the theory of algebraic groups. More details and proofs can be found in [15] .
If K is a field of characteristic zero the map that sends G=K to Lie G=K is an equivalence of categories Lie :
unipotent algebraic groups over K -nilpotent Lie algebras over K :
Furthermore for a unipotent G=K the natural functor that associates to a finite dimensional linear representation of G=K the corresponding nilpotent representation of Lie G is an equivalence of categories Lie : ððreprs: of G=KÞÞ-ððnilpotent reprs: of Lie G=KÞÞ:
Let G=K be unipotent and let UðLie GÞ be the universal enveloping algebra of Lie G: Then it can be realized as the ring of differential operators on G at 1. The central descending series on Lie G induces a filtration on UðLie GÞ; which coincides with the filtration with respect to the powers of the augmentation ideal of UðLie GÞ: Let # UðLie GÞ be its completion with respect to this filtration. There is a natural pairing UðLie GÞ#GðG; OÞ-K that maps D#f to Dðf Þð1Þ: This pairing induces a duality between # UðLie GÞ and GðG; OÞ:
The ring multiplication on GðG; OÞ dualizes to give a coproduct
that makes # UðLie GÞ a Hopf algebra over K: If d : G-G Â G denotes the diagonal imbedding then the product on GðG; OÞ is given by d Ã : GðG; OÞ#GðG; OÞ-GðG; OÞ:
The dual of this map is the coproduct D on # UðLie GÞ: Since dd maps eAT 1 GCLie G to e"eAT 1 G"T 1 GCLieðG Â GÞ; we see that Giving a rational point GðKÞ is the same as giving a linear map h : GðG; OÞ-K; with hð1Þ ¼ 1; such that the following diagram:
commutes
p-Adic multi-zeta values
In the following, when we write P 1 =Q we will always assume that it is endowed with a specific choice of a coordinate function, i. : For each iAD; there is an endomorphism res i of the fiber functor oðdRÞ that associates to each ðE; rÞAMic uni ð % X 0 =Q; log DÞ the endomorphism res i ðE; rÞ of EðiÞCGð % X 0 ; EÞ: If D j is an irreducible component of a simple normal crossings divisor D on a smooth variety Z over a field K; and ðE; rÞ; and ðF ; rÞ two vector bundles with connection that have logarithmic singularities along D j then one sees that res D j ððE; rÞ#ðF ; rÞÞ ¼ id#res D j ðF ; rÞ þ res D j ðE; rÞ#id: Therefore, the maps res i defined above are in fact derivations of the fiber functor oðdRÞ hence give elements of the Lie algebra Lie p 1;dR ðX 0 ; oðdRÞÞ of the pro-unipotent algebraic group p 1;dR ðX 0 ; oðdRÞÞ:
Let T D denote the tannakian category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over K endowed with nilpotent linear operators N i ; for each iAD; such that P iAD N i ¼ 0: The functor that sends ðE; rÞAMic uni ð % X 0 ; log DÞ to the vector space Gð % X 0 ; EÞ endowed with the linear operators res i ðE; rÞ is an equivalence of categories.
That this functor is well-defined and defines an equivalence is seen as follows. By Section 4.1, we know that ðE; rÞ is canonically isomorphic to ðGð % X 0 ; % EÞ#O; r 0 Þ for some connection r 0 with logarithmic singularities along D; and nilpotent residues res i ; at iAD: Then r 0 is determined by r 0 ð1ÞAEndðGð % X 0 ; EÞÞ#Gð % X 0 ; O 
This shows that the functor is well-defined and using the argument in the proof of Lemma 1 one sees that it is fully faithful.
In order to show the essential surjectivity, assume without loss of generality that NAD: Let N i ; for iAD be a set of nilpotent operators on a vector space V with
is an object of Mic uni ð % X 0 ; log DÞ whose image under the functor defined above is V endowed with the N i :
Let Lie nil ores i 4 iAD denote the free pro-nilpotent Lie algebra generated by the symbols res i ; for iAD: Then by tannaka duality the above equivalence of categories implies that the natural map where Shðm; e 0 Þ denotes the set of monomials obtained by putting e 0 either between two of the terms in m; to the leftmost place, or to the rightmost place (Sh is for shuffle). Therefore a½me 0 is determined by terms a½e 0 and a½m 00 such that m 00 has fewer e 0 terms on its right than m: Therefore by induction, if d is any monomial a½d is determined by a½e 0 and by terms of the form a½e; where e has an e 1 on its rightmost place, and hence is of the form e e 1 below. We will see below that g½e 0 ¼ 0: Therefore, by Lemma 6, g is determined by the p-adic multizeta values.
Computations
Lifting of frobenius
In the following let R :¼ Z p ; in order to avoid multiple indices. Let U :¼ % Y\f1g; and let U=R be the formal scheme over R that is the completion of X along U: Let XÞ that associates to each ðE; rÞ the underlying vector bundle % E of the canonical extension is a fiber functor. Therefore, we obtain a groupoid G :¼ GðMic uni ðX =KÞ; a X Þ acting on % X: It is endowed with a connection logarithmic along D: By this we mean that the identity section of the map G-% X Â % X over the diagonal D % X ; extends to a section on the first infinitesimal neighborhood of the strict transform D Claim. F induces a horizontal map
between the groupoid restricted to the affinoid U K Â U K and its pull-back via F Ã :
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the construction of the frobenius. Let s denote the restriction of the connection of G to U K : This is a section of G on the first infinitesimal neighborhood D 
Proof. First, we will give a more explicit description of ðT ; rÞ:
Claim. The p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ-torsor with connection ðT ; rÞ is naturally isomorphic to the trivial torsor p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ Â % X endowed with the connection r 0 :
The isomorphism is the one that sends the unit section 1 of p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ Â % X to the section z eðdRÞ t 01 of T :
Proof. We only need to check that the isomorphism of torsors described in the statement is horizontal with respect to the connections. This can be seen as follows. Let ð % E; rÞAMic uni ð % X=K; logDÞ: Let r : p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ-GLð % Eð0ÞÞ be the corresponding representation, and denote the representation # U dR -Endð % Eð0ÞÞ by the same symbol. Viewing ð % E; rÞ as a GLð % Eð0ÞÞ-torsor with connection it is isomorphic to ðT ; rÞ Â r GLð % Eð0ÞÞ; where the last notation denotes the GLð % Eð0ÞÞ-torsor with connection obtained by changing the structure group of ðT ; rÞ via the map r: On the other hand ð % E; rÞ is isomorphic to
by the unique map that induces the identity map on the global sections. That the residues are of the last connection at 0 and 1 are equal to rðe 0 Þ and rðe 1 Þ is immediate from the definitions of e 0 and e 1 : This gives a horizontal isomorphism from
to ðT ; rÞ Â r GLð % Eð0ÞÞ that is induced by the natural map described in the statement of the claim. In other words the isomorphism between p 1;dR ðX ; t 01 Þ Â % X and T is horizontal if it is pushed-forward by an algebraic representation r : 
Hence by the formula at the end of 4.3.
(ii), where Lie F Ã is denoted by F Ã ;
On the other hand the pull-back connection F Ã r on F Ã ðT j U K Þ is given by 
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Relation between g and gðNÞ
The following relation will be fundamental for the computations. Let t : X -X be Since t Ã commutes with the action of frobenius we obtain, from Section 9, that
using the notation of Section 5.1. Applying F Ã to
we obtain
Uniqueness
If we know gðNÞ; the equation above together with the facts that g is group-like, and g½e 1 ¼ 0 (see 5.6 below) determines g uniquely. If h is another such element of # U dR then Adðgh À1 Þðe 1 Þ ¼ e 1 : Writing expðaÞ ¼ gh À1 this gives expðadðaÞÞðe 1 Þ ¼ e 1 : An induction on the weight of the leading term of a; starting with a½e 0 ¼ 0 and a½e 1 ¼ 0; gives a ¼ 0:
Analytic functions on U
We will need the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let f ðzÞ ¼ P 0on a n z n be a power series with a n AK: Then f ðzÞ is the power series expansion at 0 of a rigid analytic function on U if and only if the map a : N\f0g-K; defined by aðnÞ ¼ a n is continuous, where N\f0gDZ is endowed with the p-adic metric. And in this case the sequence of rational functions
0onpp N a n z n converges uniformly to this unique extension to U; and the value at infinity of this extension is given by À lim
Proof. First note that functions of the form for k40; satisfy both the analyticity property and the congruence condition in the statement of the lemma if and only if ja À 1j p o1 or a ¼ 0: Assume that f ðzÞ extends to a rigid analytic function on U: Then it is a uniform limit with respect to the supremum norm on U of rational functions which do not have poles on U: Without loss of generality we may assume that these rational functions are 0 at the point 0 and hence, by the method of partial fractions, are linear combinations of the functions considered above with ja À 1jo1: Since we have seen above that each of these rational functions satisfy the congruence property, to deduce it for the coefficients of f ðzÞ we only need to note the following inequality sup 0pn jb n jp sup jzjo1 jgðzÞj; for a power series gðzÞ ¼ P 0pn b n z n ; which converges on Dð0; 1 À Þ: Conversely, assume that we have the congruence condition for the coefficients of f ðzÞ: Note that if
we have
where by nðmod p N Þ we denote the unique integer m satisfying 0ompp N and n mðmod p N Þ: From this we see that
if 1pjz À 1j: This shows that ff N ðzÞg is a uniform Cauchy sequence of rational functions without poles on U; and hence converges to an analytic function on U: Note that the congruence condition implies that f ðzÞ converges on Dð0; 1 À Þ; and as above we see that 
Proof. The second formula follows from the first one by using the functoriality of the canonical connection with respect to the map s : X -X that maps z to sðzÞ :
In order to prove the first formula, let f ðzÞ :¼ z par z ½e 0 ; where z ranges over an open disc of radius one around x: Then we have 
If B n denotes the n-th Bernoulli number, that is
where z p is as in [5] , a meromorphic function on the space of characters that interpolates the values at the negative integers of the ordinary zeta function without its Euler factors at p: This also shows that the notation we are using for the p-adic multi-zeta is compatible with the notation used for the p-adic zeta function. Note that this formula was proven in [5] using the distribution formula. 
Using the above and the facts that gðNÞ is group-like, and gðNÞ½e 0 ¼ 0 we have 
In particular, for tX2: In 5.17 below we will try to describe the right-hand side of the last equation.
Regularized iterated sums
The following type of sums will appear naturally in the following. In order to find formulas for the coefficients of gðzÞ we will generally begin with a rigid analytic ARTICLE IN PRESS 2) . In fact, in the following we will know that the functions extend to analytic functions on P 1 \Dð1; jpj 1=ðpÀ1Þ À Þ: Then we will find the antiderivative of these functions after multiplying them with
under the initial condition that they be zero at 0. Since the residue of this product at infinity is in general non-zero the anti-derivative is only a locally analytic function, which depends on the choice of a branch of the p-adic logarithm. However, if we add
to this product, where C is minus the residue of the product, the sum will be an analytic function on U: And if we know that our original function f extends to an open disc around U; this will be true in the applications, then the anti-derivative of the sum will be an analytic function on U: The addition of the term above will come naturally from the fundamental differential equation (1) . The residues are given by
The first non-trivial example of this situation arises when we need to regularize the series In particular, 
Proof. The formula for t ¼ 1 is z p À1 and integrating. The contribution from the first term is computed using the formula in the claim with t replaced with t À 1: The contribution coming from the second term is computed using
since gðzÞ is group-like, and
proved in 5.7. Induction on t gives the formula in the claim. &
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By the analogous induction on t starting with the same formula we obtain 
For odd weights, using 5.18 below, this reduces to Example. An expression for g½e 
we obtain the following. for odd weights.
Remark. In fact the proof gives a formula in the even weight case too. However it becomes too messy to write down. The only reason for restricting to odd weights was to simplify the formula (using z p ð2kÞ ¼ 0 and (5.18)).
